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In the Foundations sequence of courses you have worked through a series of exercises and projects 
in which you have explored a broad ranges of media art and design practices, and have tackled a 
range of subjects, themes and issues. In this course you will self-initiate two projects that will allow 
you to develop and explore your own concerns through the lens of your emerging disciplinary 
focus.

Initiating work without an external prompt is fundamental to an artist’s practice, and increasingly 
designers too are creating many self-directed works. Such projects offer designers and design 
studios a space to explore more speculative ideas and to stimulate innovation. They are also a way 
of initiating public and industry debate, engaging with more overtly personal or political themes and
building the identity of a design practice.

Writing your own prompt
How would you like to extend your practice? What have you responded to so far in terms of subject
matter, disciplinary focus and methodology? What are you interested in or excited by?

The projects and exercises you have completed so far have provided you with a range of strategies 
that you can now apply to writing your own prompt. 

Designing a project that can sustain your interest and inquiry over a period of time requires a 
starting point that is both specific and immediately available to you. You need to be able to draw on 
direct experience when initiating a project, so choosing ideas, objects, spaces, subjects and 
experiences that you have access to is vital.

Prompt
Identify something that initiates action, an idea that you can immediately respond to practically by 
making and testing. Although secondary research and information-gathering is vital for the creation 
of well-informed work, it can inhibit production if given too much weight and emphasis.

Below is a series of steps that will help to set you on the road to a successful self-initiated project.

Step 1 – Identify a theme
Your theme is defined here as your broad area of interest. It is a notion that you feel excited by the 
prospect of exploring within your work. Examples might be: silence, narrative, protest, memory. 
Choose a theme that is open-ended enough to allow you to subject it to a variety of processes, 
materials and restrictions, but directed enough to allow your particular viewpoint on the subject to 
be the focus.

Step 2 – Identify a subject 
Your subject matter is the particular content or aspect of your theme that you intend to explore 
which will give you a specific starting point and frame of reference. For example, if your theme is 
storytelling, your subject matter might be overheard conversations or graphic novels.



Step 3 – Write a proposition and choose a title 
Take a stance or identify a position to explore or push against. Clearly frame your project and the 
motivations for your inquiry.

Step 4 – Define success
What does success mean for your project? What are you trying to achieve in making your work. 
Who is it for and why should they care? These are tough but essential questions to ask at the outset 
so that you have a clear set of intentions to test your work against. Remember a screening or gallery
exhibit is not the intended context for most design or applied work, so thinking about where your 
project will exist in the world once complete will help guide your decisions.

Step 5 – Decide upon a time frame and write a time plan
Perhaps counter-intuitively, restrictions, constraints and structure can be hugely liberating. Give 
yourself a time frame to work within that is realistic but that also allows for the production of 
ambitious work. Important considerations are: access to your subject matter, technical facilities 
available and timescales for production.

Step 6 – Identify a range of research sources
This is not about determining the whole research journey since this will be ongoing and informed 
by what you encounter along the way. It is about identifying a context to begin working within a 
range of initial sources to access. What are the key theoretical concepts you are interested in? 
Which practitioners make work in this area? What parallel fields might inform your inquiry?

Step 7 – Find your starting point
What media and process will be your way into this project? This is not a written dissertation – it is a
process of making and doing and it is essential that from the outset you identify practical ways to 
explore your ideas and interests. It is vital that you don’t try to think too far ahead – you should not 
be thinking about outcomes at this stage, but you do need tangible beginnings to start your iterative 
process. Beginning a project can be difficult. It can be tempting to get caught up in the research and 
planning stage, turning ideas around in your head and mulling over possible starting points. I 
advocate a beginning where you quickly challenge yourself to transform your ideas into something 
tangible. It is about moving from ‘what will I do?’ to ‘how will I make that better?’

Step 8 – Test it out (project in an hour/day)
Early in the project, regardless of the overall timescale you are working to, you will need to 
compress the whole project into mini versions of itself using simple resources. This is a process of 
testing out the parameters and the viability of your project and instigating first steps that will trigger
continued lines of inquiry. Try making your project in one hour, then try making it in one day 
responding to the first test. See what is possible with what is at hand without overthinking.

Step 9 – Make
You will have a timespan of six weeks for the making stage of you self-initiated project. The 
duration allows for the evolution of your ideas over time, for an in-depth and active research 
process and for testing and refining your work as you move towards an outcome or series of 
outcomes.


